
Let your students lead in their own
creative way. You can always go back
to revise, but strict enforcement of
grammar and punctuation rules too
early can be discouraging.
Feel free to use this platform to
explore the writing and genres you're
already learning about in your class.
Get your students excited about the
final show by visiting our YouTube
page for previous performances

Have questions? 
Need more support? 

Want to bring the full version of this 
program to your school next year? 

 
 

Reach out to Program Director 
Mitch Harris mharris@austintheatre.org

 
 

www.austintheatre.org/storywranglers
www.youtube.com/theparamountstorywranglers

S T O R Y  W R A N G L E R S
T E A C H E R  G U I D E

The Paramount Story Wranglers program is a seven week in-school creative writing residency that
guides students through a variety of writing exercises, and hires professional actors/musicians to

perform their stories in a musical comedy variety show. Students who go through the program have
more confidence, increased attendance, and score on average 13% higher on their Writing STAAR test.

 
While you can lead your students through the writing process in whatever way makes sense for you,

we encourage scaffolding of writing lessons in the following order.

Ignore the genre-specific videos at the top of the page at first and work through the
online journal watching each step of writing video with your class as you go. Let the
students write about whatever their imaginations come up with.

Choose a genre-specific video at the top of the page (Historical Fiction, Fantasy, or
Fable). It will provide an introduction to and tips for writing in that genre. Then work

through the online journal making modifications specific to that genre.

Publishing for the Final Show
Stories submitted to this online journal by Apr 30th will be entered to be performed by
the Paramount Story Wranglers in an original performance on May 21. While we love
stories from individual students, in order to protect privacy, only stories submitted by
classroom teachers on behalf of their class will be eligible for performance.

Learning the writing process1.
2.Writing in a genre

3.
Helpful Tips


